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the icube r&d group has announced the release of multiscatter for 3ds max version 1.096. the update adds support for v-ray light scattering. the new version adds several important new features to multiscatter for 3ds max. the most notable is a new light scattering node which makes it possible to scatter v-
ray lights in the same ways that regular scene objects can be scattered. the new version also adds support for tethering and an option to scatter v-ray lights in the same way as regular scene objects. the new version also adds support for tethering to livescribe. the video below shows a brief overview of

some of the improvements to the paint tool built into multiscatter for 3ds max. the icube r&d group has announced the release of multiscatter for 3ds max version 1.096. the update adds support for v-ray light scattering. the new version adds several important new features to multiscatter for 3ds max. the
most notable is a new light scattering node which makes it possible to scatter v-ray lights in the same ways that regular scene objects can be scattered. the icube r&d group has announced the release of multiscatter for 3ds max version 1.096. the update adds support for v-ray light scattering. the new

version adds several important new features to multiscatter for 3ds max. multiscatter is a multifaced 3d plug-in. if you don't want to scatter objects with the rendering engine, but you want to use them as a background, you can use the multi-materials option to easily change the material of your objects.
you can choose the scattering power of the scattered objects using the scatter matrix scattering power matrix. multiscatter supports 7 scattering powers (0.00001, 0.00002, 0.00003, 0.00004, 0.00005, 0.00006, 0.00007).
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in case of creating some reasonably big objects, such as trees, any overlapping of
objects is not allowed. use collisions to prevent the objects from overlapping. collision
checking is based upon the creation of virtual sphere around each object and further

distribution of objects with regard to overlapping inability of these spheres. the sphere
has its radius set and the height from its centre above the surface is also set. each object

can generate collisions so that they have influence to the rest of objects and can also
adapt to the collisions generated by the other objects. the result of collisions of the

objects belonging to the same multiscatter is presented in viewport. the collisions of the
objects belonging to different multiscatters can be seen only during rendering. the most
important addition in multiscatter is the user-friendly capability of painting selection of

surfaces in a model. with the help of the paint tool you can paint model surfaces as
easily as faces. additionally, you can apply a selected set of colors to selected surfaces.

this can significantly reduce the time required to create and modify models. the next
step of the new version of multiscatter is the creation of v-ray objects. with the help of

the paint tool you can draw and arrange v-ray lights at will. you can use the paint tool to
set all of the relevant settings. after that, you can upload all v-ray lights to the scene in
the settings menu. a new feature of multiscatter is a limitation of the number of objects
that can be created at the same time in a model. with the help of the paint tool you can
draw, change the colors and position of objects. this is a useful and convenient addition

to multiscatter and it will help in the modeling of large models more easily and more
quickly. 5ec8ef588b
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